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Here's what Twins did in the Fall Stars Game 
Chad Thornburg, Will Boor & Mike Rosenbaum | MLB.com| November 5, 2018 
 
Twins (East) 
Devin Smeltzer permitted one earned run but also struck out two batters in 2/3 innings. 
 
In appreciation of Twins' Ervin Santana: He wasn't Johan, but he wasn't bad 
Phil Miller | Star Tribune| November 5, 2018 
 
On the shelf in his corner locker this season, Ervin Santana kept two Twins giveaway bobbleheads: One of himself, pitching righthanded, and 
facing it, a throwback one of Johan Santana, throwing lefty. They were mirror images, Santana liked to joke, right down to their names; Ervin was 
given the name “Johan” at birth, but changed it upon becoming a professional ballplayer to avoid confusion with the Twins’ Cy Young winner. 
 
Santana’s time as a Twin probably ended on Tuesday, when the team declined its option to pay him $14 million for a fifth season in Minnesota. 
And while the gregarious right-hander’s four seasons in Target Field never came close to reaching the success and domination of his namesake’s 
career, Santana deserves to be remembered fondly by the team’s fans. 
 
No, he was never Johan Santana. But there is value in being, say, Carl Pavano, too. 
 
Santana came to Minnesota as a free agent in December 2014, signing what remains the most expensive free-agent contract the Twins have ever 
proffered: $55 million guaranteed over four years. His deal was the last during a three-year spending splurge by general manager Terry Ryan on 
mid-level starting pitchers that their scouts believed would help fill out a thin rotation: Kevin Correia and Mike Pelfrey for 2013, Phil Hughes and 
Ricky Nolasco for 2014, and Santana, the most accomplished of the group, for 2015. 
 
The final numbers are in now, and it’s undoubtedly true that the money could have been better spent. The Twins committed $194 million to that 
quintet (minus the $10 million or so that other teams assumed when the Twins traded them, and another $6.75 million that Santana forfeited 
during a steroids suspension), and received 338 starts in exchange, an expenditure of about $524,000 per start. (As a point of reference, that’s not 
much less than what Jose Berrios earned for the entire 2018 season.) 
 
The cumulative record: 102-129 (.442) — the Twins went 152-186 (.450) in their starts — with a combined 4.49 ERA. Being lumped in with the 
others, though, might not be fair to Santana, who easily delivered the most value. Hughes’ 2014 season (a 3.52 ERA and an absurd ratio of 186 
strikeouts and only 16 walks in 209 2/3 innings) deserves mention, too, but Santana produced 9.4 wins above replacement during his Twins 
career, as measured by baseball-reference.com, while the other four combined for 8.4 WAR. 
 
Santana went just 30-25 in his four seasons, two of which were defined by his absence: An 80-game suspension for failing a steroid test that 
delayed his Twins debut by three months in 2015, and a 2018 season wrecked by February finger surgery, an injury that his hand, and his velocity, 
never recovered from. But in between, Santana pitched at an All-Star level — and not just during 2017, when he was actually rewarded for his 
effectiveness — 16 wins and a 3.28 ERA — with a selection to the AL squad. 
 
Santana’s 2016 season was one of the best “bad” seasons by a starting pitcher in Twins history. The righthander went only 7-11 (and the Twins 
just 8-22 in his 30 starts), but his 3.38 ERA was the lowest by a sub-.500 Twins pitcher since Roger Erickson in 1980. But it was a sneakily good 
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season, worth nearly four wins; Santana delivered 16 quality starts, yet the Twins lost nine of them. He left with a lead that the bullpen blew four 
times, left a game tied six times, five of which the Twins lost, and only twice all season did he leave with a deficit of more than two runs, yet the 
Twins never rallied to victory. 
 
In the past five years, the Twins have had five shutouts; four of them belonged to Santana. 
 
So where does he rank? Santana’s 3.68 ERA as a Twin is 12th best among starters with more than 50 starts, and somewhere between 10th and 
20th feels about right. His career here wasn’t long enough to rate higher — you’d put him behind Brad Radke and Frank Viola, for instance, 
though they had higher ERAs — and wasn’t dominating enough to challenge Bert Blyleven, Jim Kaat or the other Johan. But he had some great 
moments, and was a leader, particularly of the Spanish-speaking players, in the clubhouse. He’s almost certainly the third-best Twins starter of the 
21st century, behind Johan Santana and Radke. 
 
Perhaps a good comp is Jerry Koosman, though the Minnesota native was a lefty. Both came to the Twins near the end of good and memorable 
(but not Hall of Fame) careers, and both showed they still had plenty left. Koosman won 20 games in 1979 and 16 the following year, but moved 
on soon after. And both left Minnesota feeling they weren’t finished: Koosman won 43 more games, post-Twins, and Santana said in September 
that he expects to return to full strength next spring. 
 
This is who each MLB team should sign 
Mark Feinsand | MLB.com | November 5, 2018 
 
Minnesota Twins: Cody Allen, RHP 
The Twins traded Fernando Rodney and Ryan Pressly last summer, leaving them in need of a closer. Allen stumbled a bit in 2018 after four 
superb seasons as Cleveland's closer, but Minnesota has seen enough to know what he's capable of doing. 
 
Wetmore’s 5 thoughts: Twins biggest needs to fill during MLB free agency 
Derek Wetmore | 1500 ESPN | November 5, 2018 
 
With MLB free agency open for business, the Minnesota Twins have some needs to fill for 2019. Every one of these positions of need ought to be 
viewed through the lens of a run at the division title this year. That should be the goal for hte Twins as they embark on the MLB free agency path. 
 
This column presents 5 thoughts on the biggest needs to fill for the Twins. 
 
Shortstop or Second Base 
Jorge Polanco holds the keys here. Since he was a prospect, there’s been talk from outside and from inside the organization that he might be best 
suited to play second base. People always seemed to like his bat – which is why there was so much talk about him in the first place – but the 
praise for his defensive work wasn’t universal. 
 
The past two seasons he’s shown the Twins enough offensively that they should like their odds of having a good bat at one of the two positions. I 
think this is the winter they can pick a spot for him and find a replacement at one of the other two positions. 
 
Brian Dozier left in a July trade, and Logan Forsythe (his replacement) is a free agent, too. It’s the first time in four years that second base is 
uncovered, and the Twins will get to decide if they like Polanco enough at shortstop to see it through, or if now is the first natural opportunity to 
move him to second base. 
 
One complicating factor: Will shortstop be easy to fill? 
 
Probably it won’t, but remember that the Twins have plenty of money to spend — and plenty of prospect capital if they’re in the trade market. 
Manny Machado is a free agent and there are a couple other hitters and a couple defenders that should be available in free agency. The Carlos 
Correas and the Francisco Lindors of the world won’t be available in trades, but maybe the Twins would explore the rest of that market? 
 
The simplest path would be to leave Polanco alone and get a second baseman in free agency. But the higher upside potential would be to move 
him and sign Machado. 
 
First Base 
The elephant in the room is Joe Mauer. And at some point if you’re the Twins you probably have to give No. 7 a deadline. Just because you’ll 
eventually give him a statue outside Target Field doesn’t mean that he should hold up your offseason planning. 
 
If you care about the World Series, sometimes you have to move on from tactfulness in certain situations. Joe Mauer has “earned” the respect to 
take as long as he wants to make the weighty decision about his future. But the Twins should only be willing to go for so long with a Plan A / Plan 
B approach. Eventually you’ve got to know your path and focus all your attention on that reality. 
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If No. 7 does in fact retire, it’s wide open at first base. Some fans want to see Miguel Sano stashed at first base so he can focus more on hitting. 
I’ve heard from the Twins that they aren’t ready to quit on Sano as a third baseman. And you can understand why. If he’s a masher that plays first 
base and eventually gets expensive, then you’ve got a fine player on your hands. If you can maximize his value to the team by getting a possibly-
plus or adequate defender at third base, add his bat to the equation, and then fill in with a good first baseman to boot – that’s an attractive 
opportunity. The theory here relies on 1) Sano committing to defense and actually getting better, because he’s not a finished product yet; and 2) 
that first base is easier to fill than third base, generally speaking. 
 
With the Twins’ current nucleus of mid-20’s players, it’s worth considering how they defend. There’s so much uncertainty with the group overall. 
Let’s assume for a moment that their best-case outcome is a given. I’d still wonder a bit about the defensive side. 
 
The Twins’ decision makers know they need to improve their run prevention and I just think it’s fair to question at this point how good some of 
these players can be relative to their peers at the position. It’s a long way of saying that, right or wrong, the Twins view Sano as a third baseman 
right now. So with no Mauer in the picture and a pause on the Sano-to-first-base discussion, the Twins need a first baseman. 
 
Tyler Austin showed stretches of power. Mitch Garver looks like a good hitter but he came up as a catcher. Willians Astudillo is fun but you 
wouldn’t play him regularly at first base. Max Kepler could slide into the infield and play some first base, if you’re trying to get tricky. 
 
The Twins declined Logan Morrison’s option after 2018 didn’t work out like they’d hoped. He’s available in free agency, but do you see a 
reunion happening? Matt Adams is a free agent. Otherwise you’re looking internally or at the trade market to fill the spot vacated by Mauer – 
unless Mauer decides to return and the Twins will have him, that is. 
 
Bullpen upgrades 
The Twins need a better bullpen if they want to compete with the superpowers in baseball right now. In fact, the Twins need a better bullpen if 
they want to be relevant in their own division. The Indians, still the team to beat from my perspective, will likely lose some talent in free agency. 
Andrew Miller, Cody Allen, Josh Donaldson and Michael Brantley are all set to test the market. 
 
From the Twins’ perspective, there are some good relievers available. And don’t forget that Minnesota traded away a good reliever and then 
watched him become a great reliever, when Ryan Pressly left in a trade with the Houston Astros. 
 
They could have used the upgrade before that trade, and now they’re really banking on some internal development. They’ll also need to 
supplement that with an addition or two, and there certainly are arms available. (I thought Oliver Drake would make the opening-day roster after 
his performance last season, but he was claimed on waivers this week as the Twins trim their 40-man roster.) 
 
I’d consider moving a starting pitcher or two to the bullpen, and we’ll go deeper on these topics as the winter unfolds. I’m a big believer in Trevor 
May, and I think he’d do fine if the Twins left him in the traditional closer’s role. I’d still look to add to that group, which also includes Taylor 
Rogers, Addison Reed, and perhaps Trevor Hildenberger and Matt Magill. I’m in the camp that would ask Fernando Romero to be a reliever, but I 
also admit that basing that decision off 10 starts would be a quick hook. 
 
Starting Rotation? 
This to me is the second-most intriguing part of the winter. (The most intriguing is how much money the Twins would be willing to put up in the 
Bryce Harper sweepstakes; go ahead and get creative.) 
 
The Twins could use a better starting rotation. They’re not up to par with the Indians (great), the Astros (also great), and they don’t have the ace 
power of a team like the Yankees or Red Sox. 
 
But after that let’s not get too carried away. The 2018 Twins were approximately one healthy and productive Ervin Santana away from a top-5 
starting rotation in the American League. J.O. Berrios took a nice step, Kyle Gibson continued his breakout that began the summer before, and 
Jake Odorizzi righted the ship late. If you want to throw out Lance Lynn’s bad April the stats look better, too. 
 
Still, here’s the way I see the Twins’ rotation stacking up right now. You’ve got three guys to rely on and some depth after that, but no crystal-
clear picture of the five guys that will open the season in the “rotation” and even with Berrios’ step forward, they don’t have an “ace” in the 
classic sense of the word. 
 
J.O. Berrios – contract extension candidate 
Kyle Gibson – in the final year of team control; extension candidate, trade candidate, or just good starter on a good team 
Jake Odorizzi — in the final year of team control; mid-rotation starter 
 
After that it’s a bunch of pitchers that you could see filling out a big league rotation. None of those guys are written in pen in my own estimation. 
Even Michael Pineda, a guy you thought they’d pen in the 2019 rotation, dealt with another injury this year, calling into question his abilito to 
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shoulder a 30-start load. 
 
And oh, there are good pitchers available. 
 
Patrick Corbin is the most attractive free agent starter in my book. Dallas Keuchel has the cred and the ability to pick his next employer. Clayton 
Kershaw and his low-90’s fastball might choose to stay in Los Angeles, or the ace of his generation might elect to forego the final two years of his 
Dodger contract to hit free agency right now. J.A. Happ, Charlie Morton and Hyun-Jin Ryu are free agents. Nathan Eovaldi’s triple-digit fastball 
saw a resurgence this year. Wade Miley came out of nowhere to star for the Brewers before hitting free agency again. C.C. Sabathia is out there. 
So is Ervin Santana. So is Anibal Sanchez. So is Lance Lynn and I think I need to stop so I can make my point. 
 
If the Twins are going to add a starting pitcher, they should aim for the very top of the market. They’ve got all that freedom to spend, and they 
could fill some positions or they could swing hard for a big pitcher. 
 
If they’d rather point those financial resources toward fixing other problems, there’s another option. They could simply roll with this rotation, 
count on their depth to get them into first place – or at least within striking distance – by mid-July and then trade prospects for the best available 
starting pitcher. In one way it’s riskier, but you see teams try this model every year. 
 
Catcher 
This is a real question mark to me. How many games will Jason Castro catch after knee surgery? Is he going to jump right back in as Prime Jason 
Castro? If he does, the picture gets brighter. If he doesn’t, you’re left to wonder. 
 
Will Mitch Garver be needed elsewhere? Were the defensive improvements he made down the stretch sufficient enough to think that he could be 
the starter? How many games could he handle back there? And will he help elevate the pitching staff? 
 
Is Willians Astudillo a catcher? Is Willians Astudillo even real? 
 
I’ve been talking about J.T. Realmuto as a trade candidate for a year now, and this week his agent apparently said that it’s time to get out of 
Miami, according to reports. That’d be an interesting target for the Twins. Short of finding a trade partner willing to give up a good catcher, it’s 
either roll with what you’ve got internally or find a free agent to your liking. 
 
Castro’s injury really adds to the uncertainty here, in my book. And at such a critical position, I’m just left wondering if the Twins can afford to 
hope for the best-case scenario. 
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